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a b s t r a c t

The aim of this research is to develop the mechanisms of calculation of stress and strain fields’ statistical
characteristics in components of heterogeneous solid media in dependence on variation of internal and
external parameters in elastoplastic case.

Analytical expressions for statistical characteristics of structural fields, such as mean values and disper-
sions, are formed using solution of stochastic boundary value problems and structural multipoint corre-
lation functions. The boundary value problems have been solved in elastoplastic case in the second
approximation with the Green’s functions method. The multipoint correlation functions up to fifth order
have been built for synthesized 3D material microstructure RVE models with polydisperse spherical
inclusions.

New analytical expressions and numerical results for statistical characteristics in components of elas-
toplastic heterogeneous solids with different types of structural parameters and properties of the phases
have been obtained for simple shear state of strain. Numerical results are presented for porous compos-
ites with different inclusions volume fraction in case of simple shear state of strain.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The problem of determination of heterogeneous materials’
properties is highly topical [1,7,11,13]. Considerable funds and
efforts can be saved by replacing experimental testing with mul-
ti-scale simulations, so that material properties are obtained by
modeling at smaller scales. Many computational methods are
using the homogenization approach, which is well established for
linear, periodic and deterministic models [1,13]. The question
which is urgent for design of advanced materials with improved
properties is how to incorporate results from nonlinear micro-scale
models into macro-scale ones for heterogeneous materials with
random non-periodic microstructures.

One of the problems of mechanics of heterogeneous materials
and composites is calculation of parameters of stress and strain
fields for each phase of material in order to predict fracture
processes in dependence on various microstructural parameters.
Failure and elastoplastic deformations depend on specific details
of the local stress fields when fluctuations are important. In this
case, the first way could be to check the observable stress fields
for many realizations of the microstructure. Another (and more

effective) approach is to estimate the statistical moments of the
stress fields and restore the probability density function for
invariants of tensors [1,4]. This function will allow calculate failure
probability and establish links between fracture processes at
microstructural and macroscopic scales.

Multi-scale hierarchy of heterogeneous materials is typically
investigated using the Representative Volume Element (RVE)
concept when parameters of larger scale models are measured or
calculated on a smaller scale [2,5,8]. For non-periodic randomly
reinforced heterogeneous solids, stochastic methods based on ran-
dom functions theory are used for determination of the statistical
characteristics of microscopic fields [1,12–15]. According to such
methods, characteristics of stress and strain fields in distinct
phases of composite are determined from the boundary value
problem solution while statistical information about the heteroge-
neous structure is carried by multipoint correlation functions,
which can be obtained by structure modeling or from real compos-
ite specimen analysis [1,6,13,15].

2. Statistical characteristics and boundary value problem

According to stochastic approach, the indicator function kð~rÞ is
used in physical and phenomenological equations to define proper-
ties of each phase of two-phase heterogeneous material on a
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microscopic scale [1,4,14,15]. Value of this function depends on
position of the radius-vector~r inside the RVE. Thus, for two-phase
materials, kð~rÞ ¼ 0 if the radius-vector indicates matrix, and
kð~rÞ ¼ 1 if it is inside the inclusion.

Fields of structural parameters of deformation process are
presented in the form of statistically homogeneous coordinate
functions, so that they take into account randomness of the relative
position of elements in the structure and statistical dispersion of
the components’ properties. These functions depend on the
radius-vector and can be developed as a sum of a mean and a
fluctuation:

rijð~rÞ ¼ hrijð~rÞi þ r0ijð~rÞ ð1Þ

eijð~rÞ ¼ heijð~rÞi þ e0ijð~rÞ ð2Þ

Cijklð~rÞ ¼ hCijklð~rÞi þ C 0ijklð~rÞ; ð3Þ

umð~rÞ ¼ humð~rÞi þ u0mð~rÞ; ð4Þ

kð~rÞ ¼ hkð~rÞi þ k0ð~rÞ ð5Þ

where angle brackets h i denote a volume average, Eq. (1) is stress
field, Eq. (2) is strain field, Eq. (3) is field of structural elasticity
modulus, Eq. (4) is field of displacements, Eq. (5) is earlier intro-
duced indicator function.

Deformation processes can be characterized with multipoint
statistical moments of stochastic stress and strain fields in the
microstructural components of a composite. The first order
moments (or mean values) are usually suitable only for prediction
of the effective elastic properties. The higher order moments are
used in elastic and elastoplastic models for the fracture processes
studying and for developing recommendations for the optimal
design of new materials. In this work the methodology will be
illustrated on the example of obtaining of the first two moments
of microstructural fields, which can be used for reconstructing
the probability density function for invariants of microscopic stress
tensor with assumption of normal distribution of microscopic
stress.

The formulas for mean values and second order moments
(dispersions) in matrix M and inclusions I in general view are
expressed through the fluctuations of stochastic fields (1)–(5):

heijiI ¼ eij þ
1
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hk0ð~rÞe0ijð~rÞi ð6Þ
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1
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where p is inclusions volume fraction. Expressions for stress field
have the same structure. The moments he0ijð~rÞe0abÞð~rÞi; hk

0ð~rÞe0ijð~rÞi
and hk0ð~rÞe0ijð~rÞe0abð~rÞi, which are part of Eqs. (6)–(9), can be analyti-
cally constructed using the stochastic boundary value problem
solution in fluctuations of displacements u0mð~rÞ and multipoint cor-
relation functions of indicator function fluctuation k0ð~rÞ.

The stochastic boundary volume problem statement for the RVE
with boundary conditions in displacements can be defined as
follows:

rij;jð~rÞ ¼ 0; ð10Þ

eijð~rÞ ¼
1
2

ui;jð~rÞ þ uj;ið~rÞ
� �

; ð11Þ

rijð~rÞ ¼ Cijklð~rÞeklð~rÞ; ð12Þ

uið~rÞj~r2CV
¼ e�ijrj; ð13Þ

where Eq. (10) is stress equilibrium equation, j stands for the deriv-
ative o/oxj, Eq. (11) is Cauchy relations, Eq. (12) is state equation,
Cijklð~rÞ is tensor of structural elasticity modulus. The boundary
conditions (13) on the RVE surface are set in displacements and
ensure uniformity of the macroscopic deformation, e�ij is arbitrarily
assigned constant symmetric tensor of small strains, ~r is radius-
vector with components ðx1; x2; x3Þ; rj are coordinates of points on
RVE surface CV.

The type of interface between two phases of the material is
ideal adhesion. In mathematical terms:

uðMÞi ð~rÞ
���
~r2CVM

¼ uðIÞi

���
~r2CVI

ð~rÞ;

where CVM is the inner surface of the matrix, CVI is the outer surface
of an inclusion.

With the Green’s function method, the boundary value problem
(10)–(13) is reduced to the integral–differential stochastic equa-
tion for fluctuations of displacements [12,15]. The equation has
the following recurrent form:

@u0ðvÞi ð~rÞ
@xj

¼
Z

V1

@Gimð~r;~r1Þ
@xj

C0mnklð~r1ÞeklþC0mnklð~r1Þ
@u0ðv�1Þ

k ð~r1Þ
@xl

" #
;1ndV1 ð14Þ

where Gimð~r;~rÞ is the Green’s function [1,14,15], v is approximation
order. In the first approximation fluctuations of displacements in
the right part of Eq. (8) are taken zero. In the second approximation,
result obtained from the first approximation is substituted into the
right part of the equation. In order to obtain new precise solution,
the second approximation will be used in this research. The Green’s
function selection depends on the type of the media. This solution is
used to form equations for the moments of stress and strain fields
as a superposition of multidimensional integrals. For instance, the
mixed moment hk0ð~rÞe0ijð~rÞi can be expressed through the second
approximation of Eq. (14):

hk0ð~rÞe0ijð~rÞi
ð2Þ ¼ 1

2
eklCmnkl

Z
V1
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�

þeoqCfsoqCmnkl

Z
V1

Z
V11

ðGim;jnð~r;~r1Þ

þGjm;inð~r;~r1ÞÞGkf ;lsð~r1;~r11ÞKð3Þk ð~r;~r1;~r11ÞdV11dV1

�
;

where Kð2Þk ð~r;~r1Þ and Kð3Þk ð~r;~r1;~r11Þ are structural correlation func-
tions of second and third order.

3. Multipoint correlation functions

The multipoint high order correlation functions KðnÞk ð~r;~r1; . . . ;~rnÞ
of the fluctuation of indicator function k0ð~rÞ represent statistical
information about the structure geometry at a microscopic scale:

KðnÞk ð~r;~r1; . . . ;~rnÞ ¼ hk0ð~rÞk0ð~r1Þ . . . k0ð~rn�1Þi;

where n indicates the order of the function.
Complexity of a micro-scale structure of heterogeneous materi-

als is one of the major barriers for applications of multi-scale
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